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PROGRAM
PROGRAM INFO
INFO
Come and meet Coconut, the Little Dragon. Based on
best-selling books (over 6 million sold worldwide), the
adventures of Coconut and his friends now come to life
in a wonderful new animated series. Life is not always
easy on Dragon Island – Coconut has flying problems,
Oscar is the only vegetarian in his family and Matilda
has no say as a porcupine on Dragon Island anyway.
Nevertheless, the three friends manage to solve every
problem on Dragon Island while making new friends
along the way. With the help of curiosity and teamwork,
they bring the most varied types of dragons
together and always stand up for
friendship and tolerance. The little
ones prove that sometimes the
smallest can be the biggest.
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KEY FACTS:
TITLE: Coconut, the Little Dragon
FORMAT: 104 x 12‘ HD
GENRE: ZDFE.junior / Animation
TARGET GROUP: 4 – 8 years

USPs:

Based on best-selling books by Ingo Siegner
translated into 20 languages
The movie is already a big success in
over 70 countries worldwide
A big merchandising success with an
enormous variety of products

CREDITS:
Produced by: Caligari Film- und
Fernsehproduktions GmbH
Executive Producer: Gabriele M. Walther
Producers: Marcus Hamann, Hubert Weiland
Coproducers: Ingo Weis (ZDF)
Pre-production Director: Tobias Schwarz
Animation Director: Elena Miroglio
Story Producers: Fee Bonny, Anna Knigge

KEY WORDS:
adventure, comedy, friendship, teamwork, tolerance
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Already 15 licensing partners until today
More than 75 products from different product
categories are currently available on the market
A variety of other products is already being
planned or shortly before launch

MERCHANDISING
BOOKS ARE ALREADY
AVAILABLE IN 20 LANGUAGES.
Books were already published in:
Belgium, Brazil, China, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Korea, Slovenia, Spain,
Taiwan, Turkey and other countries
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COCONUT –
THE MOVIE
A BIG SUCCESS SOLD
IN 70 COUNTRIES:
Argentina, Australia, Bahrain, Belgium, Belize, Bolivia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria,
Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, England, Estonia,
France, Germany, Guatemala, Guyana, Honduras, Hungary, Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland, Israel,
Italy, Jordan, Kosovo, Kuwait, Latvia, Lebanon, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Libya, Macedonia,
Mexico, Montenegro, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Oman, Palestina, Panama, Paraguay, Peru,
Poland, Portugal, Quatar, Republic of Yemen, Romania, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Scotland, Serbia,
Slovenia, South Africa, South Korea, Suriname, Switzerland, Syria, the Netherlands, Turkey,
Uruguay, United Arab Emirates, USA, Venezuela, Wales, and more coming ...
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COCONUT
COCONUT
Coconut is a young Fire Dragon whose
fire spitting has saved him in many tricky
situations. Flying is actually his only real
weakness. His wings are not yet fully
grown and he is considered to be a late
bloomer by his classmates. His otherwise
healthy self-confidence has thus taken a small
crack.
Coconut doesn’t believe what other people say. He
always needs to see things with his own eyes and
experience things himself. His curiosity constantly
lures him into new adventures and he usually
doesn’t think about possible dangers until he is in
the middle of a pickle. At the end, he encounters
every situation with optimism: “What could
happen to me? I can spit fire!” Coconut can’t
stand injustice either. And when he has to take
on a slightly bigger opponent, then that’s just
how it is. When he gets very angry, no giant
dragon in the world can stop him.
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MATILDA
Matilda is a porcupine and Coconut’s best friend. Because she
comes from the jungle, she is an absolute survival expert.
She knows a lot about many different topics and
can help Coconut by giving him good advice and
assistance and a good portion of dry humor.
Whenever Coconut is up to something, this
immediately inspires her and she joins in even
when a shiver runs up her spine.
Unlike Coconut, she is able to recognize
risks. Matilda has the gift of seeing
something good in everything. Even if
her friends find themselves in a hopeless
situation, she can find something good
about it. And if they have put a bad guy
in his place, you can be pretty sure
Matilda will feel terribly sorry for him.
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OSCAR
OSCAR
Oscar belongs to the Gourmet Dragons and is Coconut’s other best
friend. He is actually a disgrace to his species because he is allergic
to meat and has therefore decided to lead the life of a vegetarian!
The only thing he has to show to rescue his honor is
that he is always hungry and loves to eat – but just
not meat! The fact that he is considered to be an
outsider among the eating dragons doesn’t really
bother him at all.
“Then at least you have your peace!” And Oscar
is also otherwise pretty fearless and isn’t afraid of
anything or anyone... he says. Except spiders and all
kinds of other animals one cannot see
and judge immediately. He is a good
protector for Coconut, thanks to
his dangerous fangs, unless he
is distracted by something to
eat or by thinking about eating.
And this is usually the case.
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METTE
METTE AND
AND MAGNUS
MAGNUS

HERB
HERB AND
AND ADELE
ADELE

Mette and Magnus are adult Fire Dragons and Coconut’s
parents. Unlike their son, they like it quiet and cozy. They
believe everything they are told and would never even
think about questioning anything. They have learned to live
with unpleasant situations because they have no desire to
change anything.

Herb and Adele are Gourmet Dragons and Oscar’s parents. As befits
proper Gourmet Dragons, they hunt and eat all day. Whole oxen with
honey are their favorite dish. Herbert and Adele have a hard time
accepting that Oscar is an “oatmeal sipper and a vegetarian.”
They consider his meat allergy to be an excuse. They view Oscar’s
close contact with Coconut and Fire Dragons in general with great
skepticism: “The think they are better!” But because
Coconut happens to be their son’s
best friend, they promised
Oscar not to eat him.

They don’t know how to deal with
the adventurousness of their
son, especially because
Mette is constantly afraid that something could
happen to Coconut. Both are
extremely cautious and Coconut is hardly allowed to step
outside the door without
wearing a helmet and taking
along safety instructions. They
don’t understand anything that their
son does, and that’s good because they let
Coconut go as long as they don’t know what
he is doing. Coconut has learned to use this
to his advantage. “Otherwise, they worry
unnecessarily and I don’t want that.”
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GRANDPA GEORGIE

MINI MO AND BIG BO

Grandpa Georgie is Coconut’s grandfather and a bit wiser than the
other big dragons. He is open to new things and always willing to
listen to his grandson’s needs and concerns. As the guardian of
tradition, he grows the fire grass without which the Fire Dragons
wouldn’t even be able to spit fire! And what is a Fire
Dragon without flammable material?

Mini Mo and Big Bo are cousins who were separated
by fate: Mini Mo is tiny and Big Bo is the biggest
dragon on Dragon Island. Both are Earth Dragons,
but because Big Bo is so big, he doesn’t live
below ground like Mini Mo does, but rather in
the grasslands. He has enough space there.
It is dangerous for Mini Mo to visit his cousin
because there are sinkholes in the grasslands
– if you aren’t careful and make too much
noise, they suddenly open up beneath you
and you’re gone!

Grandpa Georgie is impressed by his
grandson’s spirit of adventure and sometimes even encourages him, much to the
displeasure of Coconut’s parents. But
that doesn’t matter to Grandpa Georgie
because he can still learn a lot from his
grandson.
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Regardless of their size, the two get along splendidly and are not that dissimilar. Even if they suffer
from feeling lonely from time to time, both enjoy the
peace and quiet and that they are left alone.
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BALDWIN
Baldwin is a cave monster, supposedly
as big as a thousand cows! All of the
dragons are afraid of him because
there is a rumor that he comes out of
the cave at night and eats everything
he finds. But in reality, he only eats
nuts and berries. Baldwin still can’t
counteract the rumor, however.
He is much too afraid of others. If someone
comes into his cave, he can’t wait to crawl back
into the corner. Because Baldwin never comes
out of his cave, he can’t tolerate sunlight. For
this reason, he also stinks horribly and this too
doesn’t help to improve his reputation...

THE FRUIT SISTERS:
PINEAPPLE,
GRAPEFRUIT & MANGO
The Fruit Sisters are confident Fire Dragon girls, sisters and always together under the
leadership of Pineapple who feels invincible. The strong clique is one of the toughest
rivals of Coconut and his friends.
The three little Fire Dragons feel like nothing can stop them and are always
sure of their success and victory. Especially Pineapple likes
to show that she‘s the best! They are always looking for
challenges, most of the time with Coconut, Matilda and
Oscar. Constantly going toe-to-toe with them,
the Fruit Sisters dare the three friends
to play tough dragon ball competitions
or bet against each other.
Pineapple, Grapefruit & Mango are not only
passionate dancers but foremost blessed in
flying. One can imagine how much fun they
have in showing their talents during flight
school where Coconut has his problems as
is well known. Especially Pineapple likes
to provoke and tease Coconut – when
the arrogant dragon girl and the brave
dragon boy clash with each other,
excitement is guaranteed!
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PROSELINDA
Proselinda is one of the older Fire Dragons, but still full of energy –
which is important as she’s the flying teacher of Coconut and all
the other little Fire Dragons.
Proselinda takes her job very seriously. She
is a tough, old-fashioned teacher without
mercy – so trouble is sure to follow
with her students, especially Coconut
who’s not really
one of her most
gifted students.
Even though she tries
to bring out the best of her
students through severe discipline
and ruthless methods, overachievers like
Coconut’s rival Pineapple are always
favored.
Sometimes Proselinda proves that even
the toughest teacher can have a heart
of gold. Especially when it comes to her
glorious past as a flying star. Thinking
back to when she used to win contests
in acrobatic flying makes her very
emotional. Therefore one can easily
understand her motivation as a teacher:
her passion for flying is still vivid!
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CHEF
CHEF
Chef is not only Chief of Gourmetville and all
Gourmet Dragons but also Chef of the kitchen,
important center and heart of his “kingdom.”
Chef’s passion about food overshines
everything. As everybody knows, eating
is favorite to all Gourmet Dragons, and
Chef is the king of cooking. He’s ruling
over the kitchen with harsh discipline.
Even if his manners are not the best,
Chef is highly respected by the Gourmet
Dragons as he provides delicious meals
for them.
His quick temper is like a ticking
bomb! You better not get in his way
when he’s furious! Especially when
he’s looking for the right ingredients, he
would do anything to get them …
Coconut and his friends regularly get into
risky situations with him – luckily the stout
Chef is so passionate about eating and not
always the fittest. But the huge and hungry
Gourmet Dragon likes to bare his teeth so one
should be careful when running into him.
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TASTY
TASTY

THE
THE CLAW
CLAW FAMILY
FAMILY

Tasty is a baby ox and Oscar’s pet. He looks very cute, but you will soon
discover his wild side! Tasty is still so young that he’s rather disobedient and
fearless – Oscar often has his problems handling this naughty little ox.
Tasty loves to romp around and sometimes he even runs away. That causes
a lot of trouble for Oscar, Matilda and Coconut. But nevertheless they love
that little ox – you can have so much fun with him and experience the best
adventures! He loves to play and impress the dragons by doing the stunning
tricks Oscar has taught him. Everybody gets caught by the cheerfulness of
this very lively ox.

The Claw Family consists of Mountain Dragons who are close friends
of Coconut. Mr. and Mrs. Claw live together with their children in a
cave in the mountains, which they turned into their cozy home.

Coconut, Oscar and Matilda often have to take special care of Tasty as his
breed is the favorite dish of the Gourmet Dragons. The only Gourmet Dragon
who likes the clumsy ox not because he’s delicious but because he is one of
his best friends is the vegetarian Oscar.

The slim and pragmatic Mr. Claw very devotely
takes care of his wife and does everything
for her. The stout Mrs. Claw in turn
is worried about her children
and new eggs most of the
time. She is also a very
dominating person and
can be so tiring when
she frees the diva in
her. The two Mountain
Dragons may have their
differences – not only in
size – however
they are a strong couple. And
this is important if you have
a bunch of little dragons to
handle. Especially if they are as
full of energy as their babies!
Luckily Coconut is their close friend and
helps out as a babysitter every now and
then so that Mr. and Mrs. Claw at least
sometimes get the opportunity for romantic
dates without children.
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THE
THE EGG
EGG

FLYING
FLYING DATE
DATE

When Coconut discovers an egg on the beach, he, Oscar and
Matilda are determined to return it to its parents. But on the
way, they bump into Terence and Nigel, two Gourmet Dragons,
who decide Chef would like to make an omelet out of the egg.
Coconut and his friends try everything to save the egg.

Coconut is devastated, facing one of the biggest embarrassments in his life: A synchronized flying test with his teacher
Mrs. Proselinda as his partner. But when he finds out that
Proselinda and Grandpa Georgie used to be flying partners
back in the day, he has hopes for a way out by setting up
a blind flying date between them. Unfortunately the plan
backfires ….

TWICE
TWICE IN
IN A
A
LIFETIME
LIFETIME
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POP
POP RIVALS
RIVALS

When Grandpa Georgie tells his grandson that he doesn’t expect to see another Total Eclipse in his life, Coconut decides to
make sure his ageing relative will get a second chance to see
this fantastic cosmic event by faking it. However his scheme
doesn’t quite go as planned …

With Dragon Island‘s big music festival coming up, Coconut
won’t yield the stage to Pineapple’s terrible pop group alone.
He wants to put together the best and most popular band
Dragon Island has ever seen – The Outsiders! But will he
put talent before friendship?

WILD
WILD SLEEPOVER
SLEEPOVER

VOLCANO
VOLCANO DRAGON
DRAGON

Coconut and Pineapple once again argue who is the bravest.
Pineapple dares him to stay a whole night in the scary woods
and he accepts the challenge! His friend Oscar isn’t a big
help – he keeps jumping at every little noise in the woods. Will
Coconut and Oscar‘s wild imaginations send them running for
home before sunrise?

Dragon Island quakes over and over again and Coconut needs
to stay at home for safety‘s sake. In order to avoid the grounding,
Coconut invents a Volcano Dragon legend who requests
sacrifices and scares the adult dragons into letting him and his
friends do what they want. But this legend is about to take on
a life of its own!
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FRUIT
FRUIT TREE
TREE FEUD
FEUD

THE TREASURE

Coconut and Oscar accidentally start a new Fire and Gourmet
Dragon feud when they discover a new fruit tree growing exactly
halfway between their villages. Magnus calculated that the tree
is clearly on the side of the Fire Dragons, Herb is confident it is
on the Gourmet Dragons’ side. The dispute goes so far that a
wall is built, but Coconut finds a solution to settle the conflict.

When Grandpa Georgie loses his spectacles, Coconut and his
friends come to the rescue. Matilda draws a map of his last
movements to help them find the glasses, but this map is seized
by Nigel and Terence, who imagine it to be a treasure map.
Their search for ‘treasure’ gets them into trouble – and Coconut’s
search for Georgie’s spectacles turns out to be a flop when
Georgie remembers that he took them off to take a nap.

GENIE
GENIE IN
IN A
A BOTTLE
BOTTLE
When Coconut and his friends find a bottle with a genie
sleeping in it, they shake him awake and Coconut wishes
that all grown-ups would leave their kids alone. But being
ignored isn’t that beneficial... Coconut tries to revoke his
wish very soon!

PRINCE’S
PRINCE’S DIARY
DIARY
A foreign Dragon appears on the island and brings some terrific
news: Coconut is a prince, testified by an official family tree
document! Coconut gets trained in being a highness but Oscar
and Matilda are both heartbroken. Will Coconut leave them to
rule somewhere else?
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HOUSESITTER
HOUSESITTER
Coconut is grounded – again. To make amends, he offers to sit
the house of the Claw couple, so they can fly off for holidays. But
things get out of control when Coconut’s friends decide to party –
and the Claws decide to return home earlier than expected…

BIRTHDAY
BIRTHDAY SURPRISE
SURPRISE
Matilda is out of temper and doesn’t want to talk to anybody.
Coconut is hit between the eyes when he remembers: its Matilda‘s
birthday and they have forgotten! They try to organize a surprise
party by last minute, but everything goes terribly wrong. When they
confess, Matilda’s reaction is quite a surprise party too …
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CONTACT
ZDF Enterprises GmbH
ZDFE.junior Department
Erich-Dombrowski-Str. 1
55127 Mainz, Germany
T: +49 (0) 6131 – 991 1711
F: +49 (0) 6131 – 991 2711
zdfe.junior@zdf-enterprises.de
www.zdf-enterprises.de
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